Introduction
An increasing body of evidence suggests that the accumulation of DNA damage leads to genomic instability, which can contribute to aging and ageassociated diseases such as cancer. Cells have evolved coordinately regulated mechanisms to facilitate DNA repair and cell survival, including induction and repression of genes involved in DNA repair, transactivation, signal transduction, and proteins normally associated with tissue injury and inflammation . Since transcriptional regulation changes with age (Weindruch et al., 2002) , we hypothesized that this change contributes to the decline in DNA repair and the accumulation of mutations seen with aging. Recent studies of stress-induced expression patterns (Zou et al., 2000) show that these partially overlap with ageassociated changes, supporting a role of stress-induced DNA damage in the causation of aging and aging syndromes.
Cockayne syndrome (CS) is a human hereditary disease belonging to the group of segmental progerias, and the clinical phenotype is characterized by postnatal growth failure, neurological dysfunction, cachetic dwarfism, photosensitivity, sensorineural hearing loss, and retinal degradation (Nance and Berry, 1992 ). Complementation studies demonstrate that there are at least two genes involved in CS, designated CSA and CSB (Friedberg, 1996) . The CSA and CSB genes have been cloned and their products characterized biochemically. Whereas the CSA gene product belongs to the 'WD repeat' family of structural and regulatory proteins that lack enzymatic activity (Henning et al., 1995) , the CSB protein is a DNA-dependent ATPase and chromatin remodelling factor (Citterio et al., 2000) that belongs to the SWI/SNF family of proteins.
Cockayne syndrome complementation group B (CS-B) cells are deficient in transcription-coupled repair (TCR), a subpathway of nucleotide excision repair (NER) (Balajee and Bohr, 2000) and the CSB protein is thought to function as a transcription elongation factor (Lee et al., 2001 ). It appears that the CSB protein plays a pivotal role in the DNA damage response, functioning in several pathways. On a cellular level, CS shows increased sensitivity to a number of DNA-damaging agents including UV radiation, ionizing radiation, and hydrogen peroxide (H 2 O 2 ) (Balajee and Bohr, 2000) . Recent studies from this laboratory demonstrate that CS-B cells are defective in the incision of 8-oxoguanine (8-oxoG) in DNA, a lesion that is removed by base excision repair (BER) (Tuo et al., 2001) .
The biological function of CSB in these different pathways may be mediated by distinct functional domains of the protein. We have stably transfected isogenic human CS-B fibroblast cell lines with the wildtype CSB gene (CS-B wt), a CSB ATPase motif II point mutant (CS-B ATPase mutant), or the expression vector alone (CS-B null) (Selzer et al., 2002) . The transfected wt and mutant CSB alleles have been tested for their ability to function in DNA repair and for their effects on gene expression. While the absence of the CSB gene resulted in reduced incision of 8-oxoG lesions by cell extracts, mutation of the ATPase motif II abolished the ability of the CSB protein to complement the UVsensitive phenotypes of survival, RNA synthesis recovery, and apoptosis, but not the incision of 8-oxoG lesions (Selzer et al., 2002) . These results suggest that the CSB protein functions by different mechanisms dependent upon the specific DNA repair pathway involved.
Although CS-B cells may have a lower basal transcription rate, we have previously found that in the absence of exogenous stress treatment, CS-B null and wild-type (CS-B wt) cells express a large number of genes in a similar pattern (Selzer et al., 2002) . To investigate whether CSB is involved in the transcriptional regulation after oxidative DNA damage, we used cDNA microarrays to characterize the transcriptional response to H 2 O 2 in the three transfected cell lines. The high throughput mapping of gene induction profiles by cDNA microarrays enabled investigation of the global genome stress response, something that is not possible using traditional methods. The complementation of the CS-B cells with the wt CSB gene can be considered to represent a wt cell line, because we have shown that there is complete complementation of cellular phenotypes relating to DNA repair (Selzer et al., 2002) . Thus, our studies here include the analysis of the transcriptional DNA damage response patterns in wt cells as well as in CS-B null cells. Expression changes associated with both stress response and aging depend on the genetic background, and variations between individual cell lines and different species are considerable (Lee et al., 1999 (Lee et al., , 2000 Cao et al., 2001; Kayo et al., 2001) . The experimental design used here is unique in that the use of isogenic cell lines allowed us to characterize CSBdependent transcription in a uniform genetic background. We present herein results of a study based on microarray analysis to examine the effect of genotoxic stress on gene expression in human cells of a progeriod disorder. This is the first study on global genome expression in CS-B cells and we report a set of 122 genes (1.8% of those studied) whose transcription patterns in response to H 2 O 2 are altered in CS-B cells. Of the 6912 genes screened, we identified 112 genes (1.6%) responsive to H 2 O 2 in the wt CS-B cell line. The H 2 O 2 response has not previously been characterized on a global genome scale in human wt cells, and a number of the identified genes in this study were not previously known to be induced by oxidative damage. Our results indicate that the consequences of the defect in CS are extensive and affect not only stress response and transcription regulation but also cell cycle checkpoints and central areas of signal transduction.
Results

Validation of cDNA microarray data and statistical analysis
Biological replicate experiments were performed for all experimental conditions and isogenic cell lines that had been isolated from individual colonies. For each point, two separate RNA purifications were performed and each RNA sample was hybridized to two different arrays (array replicate) yielding a total of four repeats per data point. The experimental procedure is outlined in Figure 1 . The variation was addressed by calculating the coefficient of variation (CV), the standard deviation (s.d.) divided by the average, and scatter plot analysis. The average CV for this study was 0.16 between duplicate array hybridizations from the same RNA sample and 0.24 for all four replicates encompassing the variation resulting from duplicate biological experiments as well as from duplicate hybridizations. The microarray scans constituting the raw data were inspected manually and arrays with local nonuniform background were excluded from the analysis. An average of 3.2 replicates were used for the array analysis. Scatter plots corresponding to array replicates with a CV of 0.16 and biological replicates with a CV of 0.24 are shown in Figure 2a ,b. Gene expression studies can be complicated by false positives if they rely on ratiobased criteria alone and do not include significance testing (Miller et al., 2001) . Thus, in our analysis, we calculated statistically significant fold-changes with accompanying P-values based on the CVs for the gene expression values in this experiment. To verify the cDNA microarray data, Northern analysis was performed to measure expression levels of six genes. As shown in Figure 2c , the ratios measured by Northern analysis confirmed those measured by microarrays, correlating for both under-and overexpressed genes. The Northern blots, together with the statistics on variability, validated the reproducibility of our data.
Global transcriptional response to H 2 O 2 in a wt rescued cell line Thus far little is known about the normal global genome response to H 2 O 2 in human cells. To compile a list of H 2 O 2 responsive genes, we compared CS-B wt before and after oxidative cellular stress. (CS-B wt are the CS-B cells complemented with wt CSB.) Based on the variability of the data set we determined the extent of change that would reach statistical significance. We have previously demonstrated that without genotoxic stress, expression patterns are not changed in CS-B cells (Selzer et al., 2002) . Therefore, predamage mRNA levels were only measured a single time in this study. Analysing the probability of false positives in a single measurement, it was observed that when the variation corresponded to a CV of 0.24, one out of 1000 genes would randomly display a five-fold difference (P ¼ 0.001). Of the 6912 genes analysed, 136 were upregulated by more than fivefold after H 2 O 2 damage. To add significance to the analysis by including a data point with four replicates, only those of the 136 genes for which the maximal expression value was elevated at least two-fold compared to a time point other than untreated were included. Together, the two criteria are very conservative and it limited the screening to 112 of the 6912 genes (1.6%), all of which were upregulated after cellular damage. While a number of genes were downregulated after cellular damage, none of these passed the significance criteria. The 112 genes were selected for further analysis, and are listed in Gene clustering by temporal expression pattern is a powerful method to organize array data identifying genes that are coexpressed and participate in related pathways (Eisen et al., 1998) . The coregulation of groups of genes provides information about the relation between previously known and newly identified genes.
Using the GeneSpring expression analysis software (Silicon Genetics, CA, USA), we applied K-means clustering using a distance correlation to classify the 112 genes that passed our stringent filtering criteria The 112 genes (all of which were upregulated) that passed our two criteria of (1) expressing a five-fold difference after H 2 O 2 exposure compared to untreated cells and (2) the maximum expression was two-fold different from a time point other than the untreated. The three clusters were generated using GeneSpring software based on their expression patterns (see Figure 3 for details)
based on their temporal expression profiles. The genes were clustered into three groups ( Figure 3 , Table 1 ). As a control, we classified the same genes using hierarchical clustering and the results are comparable (data not shown). The three groups were heterogeneous with respect to the function of genes. This was expected based on other array studies showing a similar variety of genes to be coexpressed (Zhao et al., 2000) .
Functional groups involved in the H 2 O 2 damage response
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) activate various signal transduction pathways resulting in diverse cellular responses (Dalton et al., 1999) . To elucidate the involvement of subgroups of genes, the H 2 O 2 responsive genes from each cluster were classified into different functional groups (Table 1) . Signal transduction genes were the largest single group of genes induced and belonged primarily to cluster 1 of genes that were only moderately induced (5-6-fold) after H 2 O 2 treatment. In addition, genes involved in transcription/RNA metabolism and translation/protein metabolism as well as DNA damage response and apoptosis genes were affected. Genes encoding ribosomal proteins L21 and L31 were in cluster 2, and ribosomal proteins L7a and L5 in cluster 1. TCF3, an immunoglobulin transcription factor, was induced, indicating that elements of the damage response mimicked an inflammatory response. AEbinding protein 1 (AEBP1) is a transcriptional repressor that activates mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) by complexing and protecting it (Kim et al., 2001) , and has not previously been implicated in the DNA-damage response. The Cyclin D1 gene, which regulates G1/S transition, belongs to cluster 3, the most prominently induced group. CDC34, Chromosome condensation 1, Cyclin A2, and Cyclin H were all induced. GADD45, which inhibits entry of cells into S phase, was upregulated 13.8-fold after H 2 O 2 treatment indicating that control of cell cycle progression after H 2 O 2 treatment requires the coordinated regulation of several genes. Stress response and DNA repair genes were also induced after H 2 O 2 treatment. GADD45 was upregulated and two HSP70 partners were in cluster 2. Interestingly, the BER gene encoding uracil DNA glycosylase (UDG) was upregulated over six-fold after H 2 O 2 . To our knowledge, there is no previous report of the inducibility of this gene. Our observation is in agreement with a recent finding that expression of the rat MutY DNA glycosylase homolog is strongly elevated in response to oxidative damage . To further investigate the regulation of BER genes, we searched the complete array gene 1ist for the following genes: APE, HAP, XRCC1, FEN1, polymerase b, PCNA, OGG1, and ligase 1. XRCC1 was upregulated two-fold at 0 min and PCNA 1.6-fold at 0 min (Suppl. Table 1 , http://www.grc.nia.nih.gov/ branches/rrb/dna/dnapubs.htm). No other BER genes were present on the arrays.
To further validate that stress induction occurred in the cells after H 2 O 2 treatment, genes known to respond to oxidative stress were examined. A recognized indicator of cellular redox state is the heme catabolic enzyme, heme-oxygenase-1 (HO-1) (Keyse et al., 1990) , which was originally observed in primary human cultured skin fibroblasts (Tyrrell and Basu-Modak, 1994) . HO-1 induction occurs in most oxidative stressed mammalian cells (Keyse and Tyrrell, 1987) . The heme oxygenase gene is increased in CS-B wt (Table 1) after H 2 O 2 treatment. Some of the genes upregulated in human fibroblast by H 2 O 2 , which were also detected by the microarray method, are protein kinase B (Akt) (Huang et al., 2001) and MAPK (Guyton et al., 1996) . Ornithine decarboxylase is increased in human fibroblasts after paraquat treatment (Kuo et al., 1995) . In our system, ornithine decarboxylase mRNA was increased in wt cells (over six-fold). These genes have been shown to contribute to cell survival after oxidative stress through the activation of kinases. The genes were clustered into three predefined groups (GeneSpring software). The parameters used for k-means clustering were as follows: correlation type, distance; number of clusters. 3; maximum iterations, 100. (Figure 4) . We have previously shown that steady-state expression of the genes on the array between these cell lines is not significantly different prior to DNA damage (Selzer et al., 2002) ; therefore, we normalized undamaged mRNA levels to one for all the cell lines.
A main finding of this study is the extent to which overall transcriptional regulation after oxidative damage is altered in CS-B cells ( Figure 5 ). In summary, the general temporal pattern of gene expression in the CS-B wt rescued cells can be interpreted as a transcriptional response to DNA damage followed by a return to near predamage mRNA levels ( Figure 5a ). The overall induction of expression following oxidative stress is impaired in CS-B cells and in the CS-B null cells; in particular, there is a delay in the transcriptional response. In the CS-B null cells, induction of expression at 0 min reaches approximately half the level of that in the wt rescued cell line, and the peak is delayed from 15 min to 6 h after damage (Figure 5b ). The CS-B ATPase mutant cells appear to be defective in a way similar to the CS-B null cells, though notably there is no peak of 6 h after damage (Figure 5c ). The overlapping expression patterns of the two CS-B mutant cell lines add statistical significance to our comparison with the wt rescued cell line. To identify individual genes whose expression levels differed significantly between different cell lines we applied a two-fold difference criteria. In this data set (CV ¼ 0.24), 11.2% of the genes would randomly display a twofold difference if no replicates had been done. However, with an average of 3.2 replicates, this frequency was reduced to a very conservative 0.1% (P ¼ 0.001). Thus, based on the variability in our data and the number of replicates, it was expected that 6.9 genes out of the 6912 assayed genes pass the significance criteria owing to random variability. Out of the 6912 genes assayed, 122 (1.8%) showed expression changes greater than two-fold when CS-B null or CS-B ATPase mutant cells were compared to wt rescued cells (Table 2) . This group includes 23 (21%) of the 112 genes identified as H 2 O 2 responsive in the wt rescued cell line (Figure 7) . The remaining 99 genes were not identified in the wt response; however after oxidative damage, the mRNA levels displayed significantly different patterns of change when CS-B cell lines were compared with the wt rescued cell line. Relative to the number of genes (112) involved in the wt response, the differential regulation of as many as 122 genes in the CS-B cell lines indicates that CSB is required in the general processes controlling the efficiency of the transcriptional response to oxidative DNA damage likely via its ATPase domain.
Key CSB-dependent genes identified by clustering of expression profiles
The 122 genes showing differences in gene induction profiles between CS-B wt and the CSB mutant cell lines were classified into three groups by k-means clustering of their temporal expression profiles ( Figure 6 , Table 2 ). Hierarchical clustering was performed as a control and classified the genes in a similar way (data not shown). Genes of cluster 1 in Table 2 are those that show greater induction in both CS-B null and ATPase mutant cells than in the CS-B wt cells. Genes in cluster 2 are relatively less induced in both mutant cell lines compared to the wt. Those genes, in CS-B null cells, show a delay in induction. Genes in cluster 3 show a much greater difference between wt and CS-B null cells.
The three distinct expression profiles of CSB-dependent genes revealed by the clustering process suggest that CSB affects different regulatory pathways, some of which are more critical to the oxidative damage response than others. Genes in cluster 3 are the ones whose transcription following oxidative damage is most clearly affected in CS. The 23 genes identified in the Venn diagram in Figure 7 pass both the criteria of significant upregulation in the wt rescued cells and differential expression in the CSB mutants relative to CS-B wt by a Xtwo-fold difference. Table 3 
Functional grouping of CSB-dependent genes
To illuminate the cellular functions affected in the absence of the CSB protein within each cluster in Table 2 , the genes were organized according to function. A set of genes belonging to the same functional categories as those in Table 1 are activated in CS-B null cells (cluster 1) indicating that the cells without CSB activated distinct pathways compared to wt rescued cells. Notably, seven genes implicated in carcinogenesis were upregulated in the CS-B null cells but not in CS-B wt cells (cluster 1). Clusters 2 and 3 contain the genes with reduced expression after H 2 O 2 in CS-B null cells compared to the wt cells. With respect to function, these groups are dominated by genes involved in the stress response, transcription, translation, and signal transduction. It is clear from the results that the coordinated regulation of transcription following oxidative damage extends beyond proteins directly involved in the processing of DNA damage. However, CSB status did affect the expression of known heat-shock proteins and other stress response genes including UDG (Figure 8a ), suggesting that CSB may play a role in the upstream events of the response to oxidative stress. UDG is a major protein in BER, where it functions as a glycosylase in the incision step of the repair process (Krokan et al., 1997) and there has been no previous report indicating that it is induced after oxidative stress. Control of cell cycle progression is essential for successful DNA repair and the defective induction of CDC 34 and cyclin D1 (cluster 3), and cell cycle-related genes in cluster 2 confirm that core aspects of the stress response may be dependent on CSB status.
In CS-B null cells we further observed a differential expression of genes encoding ribosomal protein suggesting a compromised translation from mRNA to protein (Figure 8b, c) . Ribosomal proteins L21 and L31 belong to cluster 3, the group of genes displaying the most prominent lack of induction in CS, a finding that prompted further analysis of the microarray data with respect to genes encoding ribosomal proteins. Investigation of genes that did not pass the initial two-fold difference criteria revealed that a number of ribosomal proteins were regulated after H 2 O 2 exposure (Table 4) . The array analysis of the CS-B-transfected cell lines demonstrated that oxidative stress results in the modulation of gene expression for ribosomal proteins of both the large and small subunits, suggesting that ribosome structure and function, as well as protein synthesis in the mitochondria, may be modulated by CSB status in the cell. In other studies, evidence indicates that ribosomal protein expression is regulated during aberrant cellular growth and cancer in human cells . The role of CSB in the upregulation of ribosomal protein expression may be important to cellular homeostasis during the stress response to oxidative damage by impacting the translational machinery.
Discussion
The use of isogenic CS-B stably transfected cell lines has enabled us to limit differences in genetic backgrounds in our analysis of the human CS-B cells. From the microarray analysis, we concluded that the transcriptional response to oxidative stress was compromised in the absence of CSB protein. The observation that differential expression in CS-B cell lines includes more than 100 genes and particularly several transcription factors and DNA-processing proteins suggests that CSB protein plays an upstream role in the transcriptional regulation following oxidative damage. We propose that the mechanisms underlying the repair deficiency and premature aging phenotype of CS include the observed downregulation of transcription of genes involved in protein turn-over, cell cycle regulation, and altered signal transduction in CS-B cells after oxidative DNA damage.
In the wt rescued cell line, only upregulated genes passed the significance criteria. From a recent review of oxidative stress and gene regulation (Allen and Tresini, 2000) , it is evident that upregulation of genes is more prevalent than repression. Applying less stringent criteria would have allowed identification of transcripts repressed by oxidative stress, but at the cost of Clusters were generated by GeneSpring using k-means clustering (see Figure 6 for details). Genes were clustered according to (1) being upregulated compared to the wt, (2) upregulated in the wt, upregulated with a delay in the CS-B null mutant, and less upregulated in the ATPase mutant, and (3) upregulated more in the wt than in either of the mutants less than two-fold and only 15 (34%) by more than three-fold. In contrast to the consistent expression profiles seen in the wt rescued cell line after oxidative stress, CS-B null and CS-B ATPase mutant cell lines displayed a pattern of reduced and delayed induction of a specific subset of genes. Of the analysed genes, 122 (1.8%) were significantly differentially expressed in the CS-B mutant cell lines when compared to the wt rescued cell line.
Genes involved in transcriptional regulation were differentially regulated in CS-B null cell lines and it is likely that their regulation occurs upstream in a network involving other genes identified in this study. One implication of this is that determining the relations between the expression of individual genes will be possible only after the accumulation of expression data from multiple array studies examining different conditions.
Expression of the gene encoding the stress response protein Hsp40 (DnaJ) that interacts with and stimulates Hsp70 was less induced in the CS-B cells than in wt. Hsp40 is a member of the heat-shock protein family that includes many proteins involved in regulating folding of other proteins, thereby serving to protect proteins from various forms of cellular stress including heat shock and oxidative stress (Feder and Hofmann, 1999) . A number of heat-shock proteins and chaperones display changes in their mRNA levels after oxidative stress. Recently, it was reported that mammalian SWI/SNF complexes, Average expression profiles of k-means generated clusters after H 2 O 2 damage comparing the wt and the mutant cell lines. Cluster 1 is the genes that were upregulated in the mutants compared to the wt, cluster 2 are those genes that were upregulated in all three cell lines but delayed at the 6 h time point in the null mutant, and cluster 3 are the genes upregulated in the wt compared to the mutants. The parameters used for k-means clustering were as follows: correlation type, distance; number of clusters, 3; maximum iterations, 100. Figure 7 Venn diagram representing the number of genes overexpressed (Table 1) in the CS-B (wt) cell line (A-genes in Table 1 ) after H 2 O 2 damage or deficient in the two mutant cell lines (CS-B null and CS-B ATPase mutant) or (B-genes in Table 2 ) compared to the wt after damage (Table 2) . Panel (C) is the overlap between the two. This number includes the ESTs as well as the genes in (C). See Table 3 for the list of genes (not including the ESTs) related to CSB by amino-acid sequence homology, contribute to activation of the hsp70 gene in response to certain forms of cellular stress (Finkel and Holbrook, 2000) . HSF2, the most conserved heat-shock transcription factor, has been shown to be induced when the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway is impaired (Mathew et al., 1998) . The array data from our study demonstrated 9.8-fold Hsp40 overexpression in a wt rescued cell line after exposure to H 2 O 2 . The significantly reduced induction of the Hsp40 gene in both CS-B null (À1.5-fold less than wt rescued) and CS-B ATPase mutant (À3.6-fold less than wt rescued) suggests that a functional CSB protein is required for the appropriate transcriptional upregulation of Hsp40. The evidence presented here suggests that the inability to elicit the appropriate transcriptional response in the CS-B defective cell lines contributes to the compromised cellular response to oxidative damage exposure, culminating in cellular dysfunction and pathogenesis. This notion is supported by the finding that elevating the level of the Hsp40-associated Hsp70 results in increased survival of stressed cells and animals, whereas inhibiting Hsp70 induction reduces survival after stress treatment (Morimoto and Santoro, 1998) . H 2 O 2 has been shown to prevent ubiquitination and degradation of the epidermal growth factor (EGF) receptor (De Wit et al., 2001) . This is of interest because of the proteasome class of genes that is differently regulated in CBS null, ATPase mutant, and wt. One of the roles of the proteasome degradation pathway is to eliminate damaged or oxidized proteins in cells (Sitte et al., 1998) . Therefore, it is expected that proteasome genes may be affected after oxidative stress and in aging (Sitte et al., 2000) . Furthermore, it has been reported that ubiquitination of UV-induced Pol II is deficient in CS-B fibroblasts (Bregman et al., 1996) , demonstrating that CSB may affect the ubiquitinproteasome pathway. The proteasome subunit PSMB6 mRNA level was less induced in mutant (À2.7-fold) and vector (À2.3-fold) CS-B cells compared to wt cells. Similarly, genes encoding other proteins involved in the ubiquitin proteasome pathway were induced to a lesser extent (between À1.8 and two fold less), for example, ubiquitin protein ligase E3A, proteasome subunits alpha type 1, 3, and beta unit 10, ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2D 3, and ubiquitin-specific protease 13 (not in table) . The accumulation of unwanted proteins may be detrimental to the proper functions of the cell, thus contributing to the damage-sensitive phenotype of CS. In our search for relevant genes whose expression is dependent upon CSB, certain genes were of particular interest. UDG is one of the most abundant BER enzymes, and is responsible for the removal of uracil in DNA (Krokan et al., 2001) . We find that UDG mRNA is induced after H 2 O 2 in the wt cells, suggesting Genes that have the same profile as cluster 3 ( Figure 6 ) and were both upregulated in the wt cells and were differentially expressed by the mutants compared to the wt by a twofold or greater margin. These genes appear to be important to the cellular response to H 2 O 2 exposure that this form of repair is inducible, and we also find that CSB is involved in the regulation of UDG gene expression. To our knowledge, there has been no previous report of induction of UDG after DNA damage, but there are observations that other BER enzymes can be induced (Hollenbach et al., 1999) . (Table 2 ) and two ribosomal genes: Panels (b) L31 and (c) L21 (Table 3 ). Note that the induction is significantly greater in the wt rescued cell line compared to the mutants suggesting a role for CSB in the induction. Both ribosomal genes encode components of the 60S subunit and L21 is part of the mammalian mitochondrial ribosome Cell cycle arrest plays an important role in regulating the DNA damage response. We found that cyclin D1 expression was induced significantly by H 2 O 2 treatment (250 mm). However, this induction was significantly reduced in the CS-B null and ATPase domain mutant, suggesting a critical role of CSB in G 1 phase cell cycle progression in response to DNA damage. Cyclin D1 is generally the rate-limiting step for its association with cyclin-dependent kinase-4 and -6 in G 1 phase. The formation of this complex phosphorylates and inactivates the retinoblastoma protein (Rb), which, in turn, results in the expression of E2F-regulated genes that are required for G 1 to S phase transition (Weinberg, 1995) . In agreement with Weber et al. (1997) who showed that the induction of cyclin D1 required MAPK1's activation, we found a correlation between MAPK1 and cyclin D1 expression. The induced expression of the cyclin D1 gene by H 2 O 2 in the wt is much greater than that of MAPK1 (Table 1 ), but the trend was significantly attenuated by the CSB mutation. This result could suggest a role of CSB in maintaining cellular MAPK1 and cyclin D1 levels to precede the arrested cell cycle in response to DNA damage.
A direct role of CSB in transcription has previously been suggested by in vitro and in vivo studies (Dianov et al., 1999; Balajee and Bohr, 2000) . More recently, evidence supports a requirement for yeast RAD26, the homolog of the human CSB gene, in elongation by RNA polymerase II (Lee et al., 2001) . Although RAD26 has a role in transcription elongation in the absence of DNA damage in yeast, it is possible that the human CSB protein may also impact transcription during a stress response following treatment with an oxidizing agent, such as H 2 O 2 .
Another important observation in our study is that the transcription of a number of ribosomal genes appears to be regulated by CSB. It is possible that some of the clinical signs and symptoms of CS are a result of defects in translation. So far, there is no evidence for a role of CSB in rDNA transcription by Pol I, but only in Pol II-dependent transcription. In the light of our observations here, it would be important to revisit this question and examine ribosomal transcription in CS-B cells. A model to explain why a CSB deficiency results in locus-specific fragility of genes encoding highly structured RNAs was recently proposed (Yu et al., 2000) . CSB could function as an elongation factor for RNA pol I or RNA pol II transcribed genes that encode highly structured RNAs. This is consistent with other evidence (Balajee et al., 1997; Selby and Sancar, 1997) , which indicate that CSB serves as a transcription elongation factor.
Regulation of the expression of genes encoding ribosomal proteins would directly modulate the protein translation machinery, ultimately providing a response mechanism to the stress. A decline in protein synthesis accompanies aging, and is likely to contribute to ageassociated disease. In general, there is a decrease in enzyme biosynthesis and protein turnover by the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway with aging. In old cells, Ly et al. (2000) demonstrated that genes involved in protein processing were decreased compared to young cells, such as the cyclin-selective ubiquitin carrier protein, 26S proteasome subunit p44.5, proteasome subunit p55, HC3, HC8, p42, and the 26S proteasome subunit. Our results concurred with this observation that genes involved in protein processing were less induced in the vector and mutant cells.
A diminished signal transduction is a hallmark of senescence (Wheaton et al., 1996; Bootcov et al., 1997) , and our findings indicate that the downstream effects of CSB are mediated by differential expression of signal transduction genes as well as by direct regulation of transcription and translation. Implication of the transforming growth factor-b (TGF-b) signalling pathway in DNA mismatch repair has been suggested (Parsons et al., 1995) . The binding of TGF-b to its receptor on cell membranes is required for the TGF-b signalling pathway. We found that the mRNA levels of MIC-1, a member of the TGF-b superfamily, and type III TGF receptor b were both increased after oxidative stress. Recently, the MIC-1 promoter region has been shown to be a target for p53 protein and cause G 1 arrest (Tan et al., 2000) suggesting a role of MIC-1 in stress-induced cellular responses. The mRNA levels of MIC-1 and type III TGF receptor b were much less increased in the CS-B mutant cells, indicating that the activity of CSB protein might be involved in the H 2 O 2 -induced DNA mismatch repair.
MAP kinase has been termed stress-activated protein kinase (SAPK) because of its activation by chemicals, heat, osmotic shock, ultraviolet light radiation, and inhibitors of protein synthesis (Kyriakis et al., 1994) . In the stress response, JNK1/SAPK (MAP kinase) is activated after H 2 O 2 treatment in human fibroblast, but not in CS-B cells (Dhar et al., 1996) . MAPK8 is activated after H 2 O 2 treatment in human fibroblast but not in CS-B cells (Dhar et al., 1996) . In the wt rescued cell line, three genes whose products promote dephosphorylation were induced: protein phosphatase 1, protein tyrosine phosphatase IV, and protein kinase inhibitor alpha (Table 1) . Protein tyrosine kinase 9 expression was increased in CS-B null cells simultaneously with protein phosphatase 1 inhibitor and other genes involved in signal transduction. Thus, while cellular homeostasis requires both positive and negative regulation of kinase activity, we found that in some cases CSB status affects the expression of genes whose products are needed for dephosphorylation and kinase inhibition, possibly halting normal cellular processes while DNA repair takes place.
There has been considerable discussion about whether the complex clinical phenotype of CS is because of a primary defect in DNA repair or transcription. The CS defect in TCR of certain types of DNA damage such as UV-induced lesions does not explain the characteristic growth and neurological deficiencies associated with the disease. Our observations would argue that a major defect in this disease lies in the transcriptional response to oxidative stress. In conclusion, by analysing the dynamics of gene expression following cellular stress, we have identified a number of genes not previously known to be associated with CS or aging. The large numbers of genes affected provide new evidence that CSB protein plays a central role in DNA and RNA processing and the variety of genes affected correlate with the diverse cellular and clinical phenotypes of CS.
Materials and methods
Cell lines and culture conditions
Three previously described cell lines were derived from CS1AN.S3.G2, a CS complementation group B SV40-transformed human fibroblast cell line (Selzer et al., 2002) . Briefly, CS1AN.S3.G2 was transfected with the mammalian expression vector pc3.1 (In vitrogen, San Diego, CA, USA) containing the wt human CSB gene (designated CS1AN/ pc3.1-CSBwt), the CSB wt gene with a point mutation in the ATPase/helicase motif II region (CS1AN/pc3.1-CSBE646Q) (Figure 4 ) or with the vector alone (CS1AN/pc3.1). Stable isogenic transfected cell lines isolated from individual clones were characterized for CSB protein expression and genetic function (Selzer et al., 2002) . Cells were cultured in minimal essential media supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 1% penicillin/streptomycin, 1% l-glutamine, and Geneticin G418 (400 mg/ml) (all components from Life Technologies, Gaithersburg, MD, USA).
Cells were treated with 250 mm H 2 O 2 (Sigma, St Louis, MO, USA) for 15 min in serum-free medium and RNA was isolated before H 2 O 2 exposure, and at specific time points after H 2 O 2 exposure (0 min, 15 min, 6 h, and 24 h). Duplicate RNA samples were isolated from two separate populations of cells grown and treated identically but on different days. RNA was isolated with RNA STAT-60 (Tel-Test, Friendswood, TX, USA) and following the procedure from the Clontech Expression Array Manual (Palo Alto, CA, USA), DNase treated to remove any contaminating DNA. All samples were tested for DNA contamination with RT-PCR using a betaactin primer (Ambion, Austin, TX, USA).
cDNA microarrays
To demonstrate reproducibility and increase statistical significance, each of the two RNA samples per experimental condition were hybridized twice to different arrays producing four replicate data points per experimental condition. Probes were labelled as follows: 1 mg of oligo-dT (Research Genetics, Huntsville, AL, USA) was mixed with 5 mg of total RNA and this was brought to a final volume of 15 ml with DEPC-treated water. The mixture was heated to 701C for 10 min and then placed on ice. Then, 8 ml 5 Â first strand buffer, 4 ml 0.1 m DTT, 1 ml RNAseOUT (all three from Life Technologies), 4 ml 0.5 mm dNTP (minus dCTP), 5 ml [ 33 P] dCTP (Amersham, Piscataway, NJ, USA), 16 ml of H 2 O, and 2 ml Superscript II reverse transcriptase (Life Technologies) were added. The reaction was incubated for 35 min at 421C followed by the addition of 2 ml of Superscript and another 35 min incu bation at 421C. RNA was removed with 5 ml 0.5 m EDTA and 10 ml 0.1 n NaOH followed by incubation at 651C for 30 min and addition of 25 ml of 1 m Tris-HCl (pH 8). The probes were then purified through Biospin P-30 columns (BioRad, Hercules, CA, USA) following the manufacturer's instructions.
cDNA arrays containing 6912 genes and ESTs printed on three nylon filter membranes (www.grc.nia.nih.gov/branches/ rrb/DNA/DNA.htm) were produced essentially as previously described (Tanaka et al., 2000) . For prehybridization (501C, 4 h), 100 ml Human Cot 1 DNA (Life Technologies), 8 mg/ml poly A (Sigma, St Louis, MO, USA) and 10 mg/ml sheared salmon sperm (Sigma) was heat denatured at 951C for 5 min, then added to 4 ml of Microhyb (Research Genetics, Huntsville, AL, USA). The probes were denatured (951C, 5 min) before their addition to the arrays and then hybridized overnight. Membranes were washed three times at room temperature with 2 Â SSC/0.1% SDS and two times then with 1 Â SSC/0.1% SDS. The arrays were then exposed overnight on a phosphoimager screen and scanned on a Molecular Dynamics STORM phosphoimager (Amersham, Piscataway, NJ, USA).
Verification by Northern analysis
A volume of 10 mg of total RNA was electrophoresed on a 1% agarose, 1.11% formaldehyde gel and transferred to Hybond-XL membrane (Amersham) using a PosiBlot pressure blotter (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, USA). The membrane was prehybridized with ExpressHyb hybridization solution (Clontech). Probes for the genes of interest were generated via PCR from either pT3T7-pac or pT7T3-D plasmid containing the same cDNA for the genes as found on the arrays. Hybridization took place overnight at 421C and membranes were washed two times with 2 Â SSC/0.1% SDS and two times with 0.2 Â SSC/0.1% SDS.
Data analysis
Spot intensity was quantitated using Image Quant analysis software (Amersham) and subsequently analysed with Excel (Microsoft) and GeneSpring. Array scans were inspected visually and arrays with local nonuniform background were excluded from the analysis. Nonspecific uniform background across entire arrays because of experimental variation was normalized using global normalization. The data value for each spot on each membrane was divided by the average intensity value of that membrane to obtain a normalized intensity value. The median of the four replicate data points per experimental condition was used in the subsequent analysis. A gene-to-gene normalization was applied in the analysis when calculating ratios between expression values before and after damage and between different cell lines. Ratio values were generated in Excel, and data were visualized and clustered using GeneSpring. GeneSpring's k-means clustering algorithm divides genes into a user-defined number (k) of equal-sized groups. It then creates centroids (in expression space) at the average location of each group of genes. With each iteration, genes are reassigned to the group with the closest centroid. After all of the genes have been reassigned, the location of the centroids is recalculated and the process is repeated until the maximum number of iterations has been reached. The goal is to produce groups of genes with a high degree of similarity within each group and a low degree of similarity between groups. In a time series experiment, kmeans clustering can identify unique classes of genes that are upregulated or downregulated in a time-dependent manner. For each clustering analysis, we empirically determined the number of clusters giving the best visual separation of clusters.
Abbreviations:
CS, cockayne syndrome; CSB, cockayne syndrome group B; CV, coefficient of variation; Wt, wild type CS-B wt, CS1AN/ pc3.1-CSBwt; CS-B null, CS1AN/pc3.1; CS-B ATPase mutant, CS1AN/pc3.1-CSBE646Q; TCR, transcription-coupled repair; BER, base excision repair; UDG, uracil DNA glycosylase; NER, nucleotide excision repair.
